Final Project Planning Sheet

Name ________________________________

Multimedia Reporting  (This planning sheet is due: Friday, Nov. 22; final project is due Wednesday, Dec. 11, noon)

Briefly describe in one or two sentences what your final multipart, multimedia project will be about:

Who are the people you will interview for your package of stories?

Complete this “Trunk and Branches” story organization- write inside the boxes to describe how you will do each, what they will be about:

Sidebar Story 1
- Primer?
- Q&A?
- Behind the scenes?
- Profile/Human Interest?

Describe here your main story

Timeline or FAQ element?

Sidebar Story 2
- Primer?
- Q&A?
- Behind the scenes?
- Profile/Human Interest?

Visual element: slide show, video montage or report, audio interview (include music with slideshow/montage)